COFFEE MAKER “J & S”
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About Coffee maker J & S...
This was the first talking coffee maker I built.

Making Coffee
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Fill the water tank with water and fill the filter with ground coffee
Make sure the Play/Rec. toggle-switch is in “Play” position
Make sure “A”, the MAIN ON/OFF switch, is in OFF position
Make sure “B”, the secondary ON/OFF switch, is in ON position . (Switch B OFF only during
recording of messages)
5 Switch-on the coffee maker with the MAIN ON/OFF switch “A”

 As soon as the coffee is ready, the coffee maker will playback its first message.
(For instance “The coffee is ready !”)
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Recording messages into the coffee maker’s memory
Make sure the coffee maker is connected to an electric point
Switch “B”, the secondary ON/OFF switch to OFF position
Turn the interval-knob to “Long Interval”
Set the Play/Rec. toggle-switch to “Rec.” position
Push the “Reset” button in order to go to the “first message location” of the memory

 The coffeemaker is now stand-by for recording. It’s memory can store several messages with a
total length (all together) of 1 minute. Messages will always be played back in the same order as
they were recorded. (Messages will be retained, even without power, until replaced by new
recordings)
6 Push the “Run/Stop” button and speak your message loud and clear into the microphone
(distance approximately 8 to 12 inch / 20 to 30 centimeters)
7 Push the “Run/Stop” button again to stop recording
8 Set the Play/Rec. switch to “Play” position and push the “Run/Stop” button to playback your first
message. If the message was not recorded satisfactory, repeat steps III.4 up to III.8.
9 When the first message has been recorded properly, after playback set the “Play/Rec. switch to “Rec.”
position to record the next message in the same manner. Do not use the “Reset” button, else the first
message will be overwritten !
 After switching from “Rec.” to “Play”, playback will always start with the first recorded message
After playing back a message, push the “Run/Stop” button to hear the next message
10 Record subsequent messages as described above and remember not to use the “Reset” button, unless
you want to replace the first (or all) message(s)
 During recording (and playback) the LED will light-up. When Memory Overflow is reached, the
LED will switch off. Check if the last recorded message fits entirely into the memory, else replace
this message by a shorter one
 Make sure to leave the “Play/Rec.” toggle-switch in “Play” position when all messages have been
recorded satisfactory
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Time Between Messages

1 The first message will be played back as soon as the coffee is ready
2 The time between subsequent messages can be set from 1 minute up to 1 hour with the interval knob
Turn to “Long Interval” for more time between messages, Turn to “Short Interval” for less time
between messages

Guarantee & Precautions

V.

Conditions of Guarantee :
 All products made, sold or distributed by “Eibert Draisma Industrial Design” are lifelong
guaranteed, excluding batteries, belts, brushes, bulbs, cabinet parts, dust covers, (rubber-) tubes or
any other parts of a limited natural life.
 If within the applicable guarantee period of the purchaser’s* life the appliance proves to be defective
by reason of faulty design, workmanship or materials, we undertake subject to the following conditions to
have the defective appliance (or any part or parts there of) repaired or at our discretion replaced free of
charge, excluding shipping costs. (*first owner)
1 This guarantee shall not apply to damage caused through fire, accident, misuse, wear and tear,
neglect, incorrect adjustment or repair, to damage caused through installation, adaptation,
modifications, or use in an improper manner or inconsistent with the technical and/or safety standards
required in the country where this appliance is used, or to damage occurring during transit to or from
the purchaser
2 If at any time during the guarantee period any parts of the appliance are replaced or if the appliance
has been dismantled or repaired by others than by Eibert Draisma Industrial Design, the purchaser shall
not be entitled to any rights and/or remedies under this guarantee
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Precautions
Retain all operating instructions provided with the appliance for future reference
Do not let the appliance get wet. Do not use it next to tubs, sinks, swimming pools, and the like
When cleaning the appliance, make sure you first unplug it from any power source. Wipe it using a
damp cloth, and let it dry thoroughly before reconnecting it. Never use any type of chemical cleaner,
this may damage the appliance’s finish

 If you have any question or problem concerning this coffee maker or any other product made,
sold or distributed by “Eibert Draisma Industrial Design”, please contact:
Draisma Industrial Design,
TT Neveritaweg K15, 1033 WB Amsterdam The Netherlands.
E: info@eibertdraisma.nl

05012006

